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Introduction: From Turbulent Times to United in Diversity

Peak of asylum seekers in 2015! Brexit referendum in the UK in 2016! 
Needless to say, the EU was in crisis mode when the European Parliament’s Office in Denmark was planning 
for the 2017 activities� That is why we chose “The EU in Turbulent Times” as the overarching headline for the
majority of our activities throughout the year� Brexit was indeed a critical moment for the EU and its citizens�
As much as the European Parliament pointed out that the wish of the citizens of the UK to leave the EU
had to be entirely and fully respected, it was clear that the EU had to move forward and bring
 the interests and expectations of its citizens back to the centre of the debate� 

The response to these turbulent times was a significant increase in the citizens’ support for the European Union�
In Denmark, the figures went from 62% to 71% in a year and according to the same Eurobarometer survey 
(87�1) published in April 2017, 70% of the Danes expressed that their voice counts in the EU� As 2017 went by, 
the  mood changed and the good old EU motto “United in Diversity” imposed itself as the obvious theme for 
many activities�

So what did we do in 2017? We aimed at making the European Parliament as well as the Danish MEPs more
visible, and the EU more understandable, more transparent and more accessible for our target groups: 
Stakeholders, youth, media and the citizens in general� This is what this annual report is all about� 

Our 2017 results would not have been possible without teamwork, and the office was gifted with competent
and dedicated staff throughout the year� Our numerous tasks were carried out by a team of 3 AD’s, 1
contractual agent, 3 AST’s and 1, 2 or sometimes 3 trainees� A small team like ours is dependent on
working together with MEPs and partners� Thanks to all of you� You know who you are!

Anne Mette Vestergaard
Head of Office
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Outi Ojala-Seppänen, Jacob Lolck, Christa Stelling, Peter Storgaard, Camilla Gustafsson, Christina Jensen, 
Karina Ersted Christensen, Sammy Lauritsen, Louise Mortensen and Anne Mette Vestergaard� 



2017 in figures

460 posts

21�801
interactions

97 posts

2�232
interactions

478 tweets

1�219
interactions

41 media items     •     2�904�762 total media outreach

106 activities 

14 Stakeholder activities

36 youth activities

16 press activities

14 value activities

26 general activities 

6�752 direct participants

117 MEPs appearances

592 stakeholders

462 journalists

232 teachers

3�621 students 
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1� Stakeholder activities



Briefing on EPLO 2017 programming1�

During the plenary in Strasbourg the EPLO used the opportunity to host a special 2-hour briefing for Danes 
present in Strasbourg on 18 January� A total of 40 people, including 15 journalists and MEPs
Margrete Auken (Greens), Bendt Bendtsen (EPP), Jeppe Kofod (S&D), Christel Schaldemose (S&D),
Rikke Karlsson (ECR) and Jørn Dohrmann (ECR) participated in the briefing� 

The EPLO Head of Office, Anne Mette Vestergaard, outlined the main EPLO priorities and 
activities foreseen in 2017 and emphasised how the overarching headline for the 2017 
programming would be ‘The EU in Turbulent Times’� Afterwards one of the most experienced Danish 
EU correspondents gave a presentation on the challenges of the EU in 2017, especially focussing on
Brexit and migration�

After the presentations everyone had the opportunity to 1) network, 2) discuss the future challenges
for the EU and 3) discuss with the MEPs�

Outreach - Direct participants Outreach - Media

Total participants 40

Stakeholders 5

Journalists 15

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

MEP participation 

Not relevant for Facebook

Not relevant for Twitter

Not relevant for Instagram

Speakers gender balance 
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The annual network conference1�

On 2-3 March the annual network conference for EDICs and other networks was held in the
European Capital of Culture, Aarhus, with 26 stakeholders participating� The purpose of the 
conference was to gather networks of EU stakeholders in Denmark in order to brief each
other on the main areas of attention in the coming year� Thanks to presentations and workshops
the participants identified possible fields of cooperation and defined how to improve 
synergies in disseminating information and material on the EU in the most effective manner�

The two-day programme included a presentation by the EC Rep on Juncker’s priorities, a presentation 
by the EPLO on the current state of play in the European Parliament and workshops on 
1) Erasmus+,  2) from the Treaty of Rome to Brexit and 3) social media strategies�

The participating stakeholders represented the EDICs, the Enterprise Europe Network, the Europe 
Libraries, the Educational Resource Centre (Ministry of Education), the EU Information Centre 
(National Parliament) and the EU documentation centres (EDCs, Universities)�

Outreach - Direct participants Outreach - Media

Total participants 26

Stakeholders 26

Journalists 0

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

Not relevant for Facebook

Not relevant for Twitter 

Not relevant for Instagram

Speakers gender balance 
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Stakeholder seminar in Copenhagen for teachers1�

On 21 February the EPLO hosted a one-day seminar for 24 teachers at the Europe House� The seminar was 
organised in cooperation with the Ministry for Children and Education, the Educational
Resource Centre and the EC Rep as part of the long-lasting ‘EU on the Curriculum’ project� 

The theme for the seminar was migration and included a presentation of in-depth educational material 
developed by the EP and EPLO (including EPAS), an introduction to Erasmus+, a presentation
on migration and an introduction to a new generation of dilemma games developed by the EPLO
and EC Rep with a special focus on the dilemma game on migration� 

The aim of the seminar was to provide the teachers with a more thorough knowledge and understanding of the EU, 
introduce them to new material and inspire them to include teaching on the EU in the curriculum in an engaging
and creative manner� The seminar was followed by a three-day study trip to Brussels during which
the teachers visited the EP and the EC (next page for further details on the visit to Brussels)�  

Outreach - Direct participants Outreach - Media

Total participants 24

Stakeholders 0

Journalists 0

Youth 0

Teachers 24

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

1 post     •     20 interactions     •     4969 reached 

Not relevant for Twitter

1 post     •     16 interactions

Speakers gender balance 
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Stakeholder seminar in Brussels for teachers 1�

Every year, the EPLO is organising a variety of stakeholder activities in order to ensure that important Danish 
stakeholders have the necessary basic knowledge and insight in the EU in general and in the
European Parliament and its legislative work in particular� The seminars are organised in
cooperation with the EC Rep as three-day study trips to the EU institutions with one day at the EP�

The first stakeholder seminar of the year took place on 7 March and the group consisted of 24 teachers, who had 
prepared for the visit during a seminar at the Europe House prior to their departure� The group was 
accompanied by EPLO staff and received a guided tour of the EP, including a presentation on 
the work of the EP and the EPLO, including Euroscola and the EYE� 

The programme also included three one hour meetings with MEPs Christel Schaldemose (S&D), Morten 
Løkkegaard (ALDE) and Rina Ronja Kari (GUE/NGL) who all presented their legislative work at
the EP and engaged in lively discussions with the teachers�  

Outreach - Direct participants Outreach - Media

Total participants 24

Stakeholders 0

Journalists 0

Youth 0

Teachers 24

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

MEP Participation 

Not relevant for Facebook 

Not relevant for Twitter 

Not relevant for Facebook

Speakers gender balance 
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Stakeholder briefing: Accessibility through digital solutions 1�

On 20 March a stakeholder briefing on accessibility through digital solutions was organised at the Europe House
in close cooperation the rapporteur on the European Accessibility Act Morten Løkkegaard (ALDE)
as one of the main speakers� 

The 25 stakeholders among others included the Danish Disability Organisation, Dansk Standard, Danish 
Industries, The Danish Agency for Digitisation, the Danish Business Authority, the National Association 
of Local Authorities in Denmark, Nota, Sensus ApS, CEDI, Microsoft and the National Agency of Social Affairs�

EPLO Head of Office Anne Mette Vestergaard opened the briefing with introductory remarks
and MEP Morten Løkkegaard presented his thoughts and work on the issue in question before other speakers got 
the floor�

Live-tweeting from the participants during and after the briefing created an outreach well beyond the participants 
present in the room�

Outreach - Direct participants Outreach - Media

Total participants 25

Stakeholders 25

Journalists 0

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

MEP Participation

Not relevant for Facebook 

3 posts     •     11 interactions     •     3�697 impressions 

Not relevant for Instagram

Speakers gender balance 
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Stakeholder seminar in Brussels for AL Efteruddannelse1�

Every year, the EPLO is organising a variety of stakeholder activities in order to ensure that important Danish 
stakeholders have the necessary basic knowledge and insight in the EU in general and in the
European Parliament and its legislative work in particular� The seminars are organised in
cooperation with the EC Rep as three-day study trips to the EU institutions with one day at the EP�

The second stakeholder seminar of the year took place on 29 March for a group consisting of 20 
representatives from labor unions and employers� The programme included a presentation by MEP Ole 
Christensen (S&D) on social Europe, a presentation on the EPLO and the work of the EP related to their specific
field of interest, a guided tour at the EP premise and a presentation by the Danish Press Officer, Rikke Uldall� 

The feedback from the group was very positive: “The content of the programme was meaningful for all 
participants and they expressed their joy and satisfaction with their visit to the European
Parliament� Thanks a lot for your great help�”

Outreach - Direct participants Outreach - Media

Total participants 19

Stakeholders 19

Journalists 0

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

MEP Participation 

Not relevant for Facebook 

Not relevant for Twitter  

Not relevant for Instagram

Speakers gender balance  
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Stakeholder seminar in Brussels for 3F Chaufførerne1�

Every year, the EPLO is organising a variety of stakeholder activities in order to ensure that important Danish 
stakeholders have the necessary basic knowledge and insight in the EU in general and in the
European Parliament and its legislative work in particular� The seminars are organised in
cooperation with the EC Rep as three-day study trips to the EU institutions with one day at the EP�

The third stakeholder seminar of the year took place on 25 April for a group consisting of 19 
union representatives from 3F, all representing the transport sector� 

The programme included two one hour presentations by MEPs Ole Christensen (S&D) and Jørn 
Dohrmann (ECR) on social Europe and cabotage� In addition the group received a guided
tour of the EP, a presentation on the legislative work  of the EP and a  presentation on EPLO activitites by EPLO staff�

Outreach - Direct participants Outreach - Media

Total participants 19

Stakeholders 19

Journalists 0

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

MEP Participation 

Not relevant for Facebook 

Not relevant for Twitter  

Not relevant for Facebook

Speakers gender balance 
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Stakeholder seminar in Brussels for Dansk Metal1�

Every year, the EPLO is organising a variety of stakeholder activities in order to ensure that important Danish 
stakeholders have the necessary basic knowledge and insight in the EU in general and in the
European Parliament and its legislative work in particular� The seminars are organised in
cooperation with the EC Rep as three-day study trips to the EU institutions with one day at the EP�

The fourth stakeholder seminar of the year took place on 26 September for a group consisting of 25 
trade union representatives from Dansk Metal� The participants all represented various workplaces
within the IT, Technology and Mechanics sector covering around 108�000 members/employees�

The programme included presentations by the two Danish MEPs, Christel Schaldemose (S&D) and Margrete
Auken (Greens), a guided tour of the EP, a presentation on the EP and EPLO and a meeting with a 
representative of Danish Industries in Brussels�

Outreach - Direct participants Outreach - Media

Total participants 25

Stakeholders 25

Journalists 0

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

MEP Participation 

Not relevant for Facebook 

Not relevant for Twitter  

Not relevant for Facebook

Speakers gender balance 
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CULT visit in Denmark1�

Together with Pafsos on Cyprus, Aarhus was elected European Capital of Culture for 2017� Aarhus chose 
‘Rethink’ as its central theme to show how arts, culture and the creative sector can help us to rethink and shape our 
basic social, urban, cultural and economic patterns of behaviour and find new solutions to common challenges�

In order to get a first-hand impression of the approach and the activities in Aarhus, a delegation from the 
CULT committee paid a visit to Aarhus on 22-24 May� The delegation met with the management of 
Aarhus2017, with Erasmus students at the University and visited a large number of exhibitions and
venues during their three days in the city: DOKK1, Aros, Silkeborg Kunstmuseum, the Town Hall,
the Old Town etc� 

At the final press conference the participating MEPs Andrea Bocskor (EPP), Helga Trüpel 
(Greens), Maria Teresa Gimenez Barbat (ALDE), Julie Ward (S&D, Isabela Adinolfi (EFDD) and Momchil
Nekov (S&D) expressed how they were all enthusiastic and inspired by what they had seen� 

Outreach - Direct participants Outreach - Media

General public 118

Stakeholders 35

Journalists 18

Youth 40

Teachers 5

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

MEP Participation 

1 post     •      19 interactions     •     2�950 reached 

1 post     •      4 interactions        •     1�474 impressions 

0 posts   •      0 interactions
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People’s Meeting: Brexit - the Future Prospects 1�

The People’s Meeting at Bornholm has established itself as the single most important event in the Danish 
political landscape� In 2017 it was held for the seventh consecutive time and the EPLO has 
participated every year since the beginning� Over a period of four days literally all Danish 
decision makers, the National Parliament, politicians, organisations, journalists, business 
representatives as well as citizens come together to discuss current political issues in open air� 

In 2017 the People’s Meeting took place on 15-18 June and on 16 June the EPLO organised 
an MEP debate on Brexit focussing on the future prospects and Denmark’s position within the EU� 

MEPs Jeppe Kofod (S&D), Morten Løkkegaard (ALDE) and Anders Vistisen (ECR) participated in the debate 
which was introduced by EPLO Head of Office Anne Mette Vestergaard and moderated by EU
correspondent Thomas Lauritzen from daily Politiken�  

Special features included a cardboard version of Theresa May in order to engage the audience 
actively by writing their best advices to her, live-tweeting, several Facebook Live sessions for 
online media as well as a Facebook Live session with a cartoonist drawing live from the debate� 

Outreach - Direct participants Outreach - Media

Total participants 62

Stakeholders 24

Journalists 2

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 3 50�000

MEP Participation 

2 posts     •     63 interactions     •     8�845 reached 

10 posts   •     76 interactions     •     11�400 impressions 

The debate was included in our Instagram story from the People’s Meeting

Speakers gender balance  
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People’s Meeting: Brexit - the Single Market1�

The People’s Meeting at Bornholm has established itself as the single most important event in the Danish 
political landscape� In 2017 it was held for the seventh consecutive time and the EPLO has 
participated every year since the beginning� Over a period of four days literally all Danish 
decision makers, the National Parliament, politicians, organisations, journalists, business 
representatives as well as citizens come together to discuss current political issues in open air� 

In 2017 the People’s Meeting took place on 15-18 June and on 16 June the EPLO organised 
an MEP debate on Brexit focussing on the consequences for free movement and the single market�
MEPs Jeppe Kofod (S&D), Morten Messerschmidt (ECR) and Morten Helveg Petersen (ALDE) participated in 
the debate alongside Christians Sieverts (director of a local company exporting to the UK) and 
Christiane Miβlbeck-Winberg (Head of EU issues, Danish employers’ association)� The debate was 
introduced by EPLO Head of Office Anne Mette Vestergaard and moderated by EU correspondent Thomas Lauritzen�  

Special features included a cardboard version of Theresa May in order to engage the audience 
actively by writing their best advices to her, live-tweeting and a Facebook Live session with a
cartoonist drawing live from the debate� 

Outreach - Direct participants Outreach - Media

Total participants 77

Stakeholders 33

Journalists 4

Youth 3

Teachers 2

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 1 52�512

MEP Participation 

1 post      •     36 interactions     •     4�357 reached 

12 posts  •     56 interactions     •     8�874 impressions 

The debate was included in our Instagram story from the People’s Meeting

Speakers gender balance 
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People’s Meeting: Circular economy 1�

The People’s Meeting at Bornholm has established itself as the single most important event in the Danish 
political landscape� In 2017 it was held for the seventh consecutive time and the EPLO has 
participated every year since the beginning� Over a period of four days literally all Danish 
decision makers, the National Parliament, politicians, organisations, journalists, business 
representatives as well as citizens come together to discuss current political issues in open air� 

In 2017 the People’s Meeting took place on 15-18 June and on 16 June the EPLO organised 
a debate on circular economy with MEP Christel Schaldemose (S&D) and Selina Juul (award-winning founder of 
‘Stop Wasting Food’)�  

The debate mainly focussed on how we can help protect the planet in a new reality with the US 
having withdrawn from the Paris agreement� The debate was introduced by EPLO Head of 
Office Anne Mette Vestergaard and moderated by EU correspondent Thomas Lauritzen from daily Politiken�  

Special features included live-tweeting and a Facebook Live session with a cartoonist drawing live from the debate� 

Outreach - Direct participants Outreach - Media

Total participants 31

Stakeholders 15

Journalists 1

Youth 2

Teachers 0

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 1 8�000

MEP Participation 

1 post     •     39 interactions     •     8�716 reached 

9 posts    •     75 interactions     •     10�346 impressions 

The debate was included in our Instagram story

Speakers gender balance  
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People’s Meeting: Instagram activity1�

The People’s Meeting at Bornholm has established itself as the single most important event in the Danish 
political landscape� In 2017 it was held for the seventh consecutive time and the EPLO has 
participated every year since the beginning� Over a period of four days literally all Danish 
decision makers, the National Parliament, politicians, organisations, journalists, business 
representatives as well as citizens come together to discuss current political issues in open air� 

In 2017 the People’s Meeting took place on 15-18 June and as a new innovative way to strengthen 
visibility the EPLO developed an Instagram campaign under the headline “forenet i mangfoldighed“� 
Numerous ministers, politicians, multipiers and citizens participated, including the Prime Minister, the 
Minister for Foreign Affairs, present and former EU commissioners and all nine MEPs present at Bornholm�  

Outreach - Direct participants Outreach - Media

Total participants 109

Stakeholders 31

Journalists 19

Youth 23

Teachers 0

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

MEP Participation 

5 posts     •     247 interactions     •     36�358 reached 

4 posts     •     64 interactions        •     13�001 impressions 

3 posts     •     110 interactions

X 6X 3
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The European Ombudsman in Denmark1�

Outreach - Direct participants Outreach - Media

Total participants 150

Stakeholders 33

Journalists 7

Youth 50

Teachers 10

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 3 80�000

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

MEP Participation 

6 posts     •     208 interactions     •     17�547 reached 

16 posts    •     93 interactions       •     9�783 impressions 

4 posts     •      105 interactions 

Speakers gender balance 

On 25-26 September the European Ombudsman Emily O’Reilly paid a two day visit to Denmark 
organised by the Copenhagen EPLO� On the first day she went to Aarhus for discussions with the CEO 
and the Management team of the Aarhus European Capital of Culture at the innovative new library and 
cultural centre DOKK1 on the harbour front� The Ombudsman was truly impressed by a tour-de-force of 
the 450 events arranged all over the Central Denmark region during the year of 2017� In the afternoon Ms 
O’Reilly joined a press seminar organised by the EPLO (further details on the press seminar on page 36)�

Back in Copenhagen Ms O’Reilly had several occasions to meet the heads of the EU institutions in CPH as well 
as her Danish colleague, Ombudsman Mr Jørgen Steen Sørensen for exchanges of common interest� Ms 
O’Reilly also met the Permanent State Secretary for Foreign Affairs, Mr Ulrik Vestergaard Knudsen, 
with whom she raised issues such as transparency in the Council� The Ombudsman also went to the 
University of Copenhagen to give a lecture on the current challenges of her office� She won the hearts and minds 
of her audience with competence and thus concluded a successful trip to Copenhagen with a lively debate�

In connection with her visit the Ombudsman participated in three national radio interviews organised by 
the EPLO, including one with the two Danish MEPs Christel Schaldemose (S&D) and Jens Rohde (ALDE)�
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2� Youth activities



EU Youth Summit at the National Parliament2�

The annual EU Youth Summit took place on 4-5 March and 185 young people aged 15 to 25 years 
participated from different regions across the country� The EU Youth Summit, which  was organised by the EPLO 
and FIC Ungdom, was implemented as a large-scale role play at which  the paticipants  were seated and acted
as if they were part of an EU Summit� The purpose of the annual Youth summit was to engage the youth in the 
political debate and put their opinion on the future of Europe on the agenda�  

The overall theme was the EU contribution to the UN SDG’s and five councils of ministers were 
developed (Heads of States, Education and Research, Climate and Environment, Agriculture and Food 
Safety, Social and Health)� During the weekend, the participants engaged in working groups, bilateral meetings,  
negotiations and were interviewed for a very active Facebook Page (EU Top News) by numerous participants acting 
as journalists� As a result, they produced a final charter with their views on how the issues should be dealt with�  

During the weekend the list of inspirational speakers included the Speaker of the National Parliament, Pia 
Kjærsgaard, MEPs Margrete Auken (Greens) and Morten Løkkegaard (ALDE), EU Commissioner Margrethe 
Vestager, Danish Foreign Minister Anders Samuelsen (Skype), former President of the UN General Assembly 
Mogens Lykketoft and Camilla Brückner, director at the UNDP’s Nordic Office in Denmark� 

Outreach - Direct participants Outreach - Media

Total participants 196

Stakeholders 4

Journalists 2

Youth 185

Teachers 5

Pieces Outreach

TV 1 455�000

Radio 2 653�000

Written 4 148�000

Online 2 20�000

MEP Participation 

5 posts     •     344 interactions     •     41�352 reached 

9 posts     •     80 interactions        •     11�914 impressions 

2 posts     •     67 interactions

Speakers gender balance 
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School visits at the Europe House2�

The EPLO regularly receives schools at the Europe House� In general all schools receive a general presentation 
on the EU focussing on the role of the EU institutions, the legislative work of the EP and the Danish MEPs,
including a final quiz� The presentations are organised in cooperation with the EC Rep and on
average a presentation lasts between one and two hours� For selected schools we offer more
tailor-made presentations on high-profile topics like Brexit or migration� In 2017 we recieved a total of
853 students and 38 teachers coming from 26 schools across the country, including vocational schools� 

     
5 January  • HF VUC Fyn  • 56 secondary students  • 2 teachers 
18 January • ZBZ Handelsskole • 24 secondary student  • 1 teachers
19 January  • Middelfart Gymnasium • 27 secondary students  • 1 teacher 
30 January  • Nærum Gymnasium • 59 secondary students  • 2 teachers 
31 January  • Haderslev Katedral� • 50 secondary students  • 2 teachers 
2 February • Alikelund Gymnasium • 47 secondary students  • 2 teachers
28 February  • Løjtegårdsskolen • 59 elementary students • 2 teachers 
6 March • KNORD handels gym� • 27 secondary students  • 1 teacher
13 March • Odsherred Gymnasium • 41 secondary students  • 3 teachers
21 March  • Marie Kruse Gym� • 26 secondary students  • 2 teachers 
28 March  • Det kristne gym� • 9 secondary students  • 1 teacher 
19 April  • UC Sjælland   • 20 university students  • 1 teacher
25 April  • Hjørring HHX  • 23 secondary students  • 1 teacher 
26 April  • Grundtvigs Højskole • 27 secondary students  • 1 teacher
3 May   • EUX   • 55 secondary students  • 2 teachers 
22 May   • Campus Bornholm  • 27 secondary students  • 1 teacher 
24 May  • Campus HHX  • 39 secondary students  • 1 teacher 
31 May  • Hjuldamperen   • 17 elementary students • 1 teacher 
12 June  • Bergagymnasiet • 32 secondary students  • 2 teachers
13 June  • Aurehøj Gymnasium • 28 secondary students  • 1 teacher 
20 June  • Holbergskolen  • 6 elementary students  • 1 teacher 
11 October • Skt� Knuds Gymnasium • 23 secondaru students  • 1 teacher
26 October  • Fuglsanggårdskolen • 42 elementary students • 2 teachers
9 November • Niels Brock Handel� • 38 secondary students  • 2 teachers
15 November  • Herning Gymnasium • 27 secondary students  • 1 teacher
20 November  • DIS Copenhagen • 24 university students  • 1 teacher 
 

Outreach - Direct participants

University students 44 Teachers 38

1 post     •     9 interactions     •     10�213 reached 

1 post     •     20 interactions

Secondary students 685Elementary students 124
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Charlemagne Youth Prize2�

The Charlemagne Youth Prize has been continuously promoted and celebrated on the EPLO website and social 
media platforms during the year - from the possibility to submit applications, over the announcement of the 
national winner to the award ceremony in Aachen on 23 May with a surprising second place for the 
Danish contribution�  

The EPLO was in contact with the national Danish winner and was allowed to use pictures from
their project in our communications which  ensured a more personal perspective�  In addition, Monika Elend, 
who represented the Danish project at the award ceremony in Aachen sent us a statement
 immediately following the disclosure of the winners�

The Danish project was mainly promoted to local media in the Northern region of Jutland by the EPLO 
press officer, resulting in the daily paper Nordjyske publishing a story both online and in the printed paper� 

On 2 November we also hosted the launch of a new series of educational material produced by the 2014 ECYP
winners, Our Europe� The two winners, Peter and Elena, continue to play an active role in the
promotion of the prize in Denmark�  

Outreach - Direct participants Outreach - Media

Total participants 45

Stakeholders 22

Journalists 0

Youth 0

Teachers 10

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 1 100�000

Online 1 50�000

5 posts     •     114 interactions     •     27�080 reached 

2 posts     •     23 interactions        •     4�129 impressions 

1 post       •     19 interactions

Speakers gender balance 
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Euroscola2�

In 2017 14 Danish schools have been selected to participate in Euroscola� It is a very popular 
programme and both students and teachers are continously providing highly positive feedback� 

The Danish selection process included an online competition in which the schools had to elaborate
on how their Euroscola participation would be included in the curriculum, whether they would use
social media to support their visit in Strasbourg etc� In total 35 schools participated in the 2017 Euroscola 
competition�

20 January • Himmerlands Ungdomsskole • 22 students • 2 teachers 
2 February   • Handelsgymnasiet Hillerød • 23 students • 2 teachers 
9 February • Campus Vejle    • 23 students • 2 teachers 
17 February • Ringe Kost- og Realskole • 22 students • 2 teachers 
9 March  • Skovlund Efterskole  • 23 students • 2 teachers
17 March • Mercantec   • 22 students • 2 teachers 
30 March • Vejlefjordskolen  • 22 students • 2 teachers
27 April  • Marie Kruses Gymnasium • 23 students • 2 teachers 
11 May   • Handelgymnasiet Lyngby • 23 students • 2 teachers 
19 May   • Dejbjerglund Efterskole • 22 students • 2 teachers 
6 October • Tietgen Handelsgymnasium • 24 students • 2 teachers 
27 October • Gymnasiet HHX Ringkøbing • 24 students • 2 teachers
30 November  • BGI Akademiet   • 24 students • 2 teachers 
7 December • Privatskolen i Frederikshavn • 24 students • 2 teachers

Outreach - Direct participants Outreach - Media

Total participants 352

Stakeholders 0

Journalists 3

Youth 321

Teachers 28

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

1 post     •     34 interactions     •     3�834 reached 

Not relevant for Twitter

EPLO not present
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The Youth Democracy Festival: MEP quiz2�

Inspired by the annual People’s Meeting at Bornholm a special People’s Meeting for the Youth (“The Youth 
Democracy Festival”) was launched in 2016� The two-day political youth event (could be compared to the EYE) 
took  place on 7-8 September and numerous schools from all regions of the country participated in the +500 
events organised by 97 participating organisations and political parties, including the National Parliament� 

In cooperation with our four partners (The European Movement, European Movement Youth, The 
People’s Movement against the EU and New Europe), the EPLO organised a series of 10 events during 
the two days in addition to the ongoing information and social media activities taking place in the tent�   

On 8 September we held a quiz with MEPs Christel Schaldemose (S&D) and Morten Helveg Petersen (ALDE)
on EU legislation� Unfortunately, MEPs Rina Ronja Kari and Morten Messerschmidt had to cancel on the 
morning of the event� The quiz was hosted by the young and popular radio and TV host Esben Bjerre
and the various questions were related to the work of the MEPs, EU Myths and social 
media� The young audience was actively involved in the quiz as they had to help the MEPs and 
indicate who should win the points by applauding� In the end Christel Schaldemose was a clear winner� 

Outreach - Direct participants Outreach - Media

Total participants 53

Stakeholders 3

Journalists 1

Youth 40

Teachers 2

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

MEP Participation 

1 post     •     11 interactions     •     1�591 reached 

1 post     •     4 interactions        •     1�211 impressions 

1 post     •     42 interactions

Speakers gender balance 
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The Youth Democracy Festival: Vestager interview2�

Inspired by the annual People’s Meeting at Bornholm a special People’s Meeting for the Youth (“The Youth 
Democracy Festival”) was launched in 2016� The two-day political youth event (could be compared to the EYE) 
took  place on 7-8 September and numerous schools from all regions of the country participated in the +500 
events organised by 97 participating organisations and political parties, including the National Parliament� 

In cooperation with our four partners (The European Movement, European Movement Youth, The 
European Movement against the EU and New Europe), the EPLO organised a series of 10 events during 
the two days in addition to the ongoing information and social media activities taking place in the tent�   

On 8 September we organised an interview with EU Commissioner Margrethe Vestager at the tent� 
In order to play into the youth concept one of the young founders of the Youth Democracy Festival 
carried out the interview and the young audience were encouraged to ask questions� The title of the 
interview was ‘Action woman or official - what does Vestager prefer?’ and focussed on Margrethe 
Vestager’s work as EU Commissioner and her encouragement to participate actively in the European democracy�

Outreach - Direct participants Outreach - Media

Total participants 77

Stakeholders 6

Journalists 2

Youth 49

Teachers 3

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 1 13�000

0 posts     •     0 interactions     •     0 reached 

1 post       •     11 interactions   •     1�437 impressions 

1 post       •     24 interactions

Speakers gender balance 
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The Youth Democracy Festival: Instagram activity2�

In order to use the Youth Democracy Festival on 7-8 September as a unique opportunity to explore creative ways to 
engage the youth on social media and ensure an outreach well above the direct participants, we 
created a special Instagram activity in relation to our overall theme ‘the EU in Turbulent Times’ (#EUiModvind)� 

The idea was to illustrate the theme through creative pictures published on Instagram by the young participants 
in order to increase the outreach and to reach a segment normally outside the reach of the EPLO� More 
specifically, the EPLO created an Instagram frame and encouraged the young people to use various effects in 
order to create their personal EU statement� Then, EPLO staff took pictures with the young people’s phones and 
encouraged them to upload the pictures to Instagram using the hashtag #EUiModvind� All pictures uploaded
publicly were printed and used to decorate the tent� The activity was very popular (despite heavy rain)
and we estimate that more than 150 young people took part and shared their pictures on Instagram�

MEPs Christel Schaldemose (S&D), Morten Helveg Petersen (ALDE) and Rina Ronja Kari (GUE/NGL) also 
participated in the gimmick when they visited the tent in order to take part in some of the 
events organised by EPLO and our partners� 

Outreach - Direct participants Outreach - Media

Total participants 150

Stakeholders 14

Journalists 1

Youth 135

Teachers 0

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

MEP Participation 

1 post     •     21 interactions     •     1�887 reached 

1 post     •     8 interactions        •     963 impressions 

1 post     •     29 interactions
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The Youth Democracy Festival: Dilemma game2�

Inspired by the annual People’s Meeting at Bornholm a special People’s Meeting for the Youth (“The Youth 
Democracy Festival”) was launched in 2016� The two-day political youth event (could be compared to the EYE) 
took  place on 7-8 September and numerous schools from all regions of the country participated in the +500 
events organised by 97 participating organisations and political parties, including the National Parliament�

In cooperation with our four partners (The European Movement, European Movement Youth, The 
European Movement against the EU and New Europe), the EPLO organised a series of 10 events during 
the two days in addition to the ongoing information and social media activities taking place in the tent�   

On 8 September the EPLO and the European Movement hosted a 1½ hour workshop for 98 
participants at a separate tent� At the workshop the participants were briefed on the current state of 
play and challenges of circular economy before they were divided into groups representing the political 
parties at the European Parliament, the EU Commissioner, and various circular economy businesses such 
as Airbnb and GoMore� The participants then had to discuss and negotiate on various legislative proposals�

Outreach - Direct participants Outreach - Media

Total participants 98

Stakeholders 0

Journalists 0

Youth 95

Teachers 3

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

0 posts     •     0 interactions     •     0 reached 

0 posts     •     0 interactions     •     0 impressions 

1 post       •     19 interactions

Speakers gender balance 
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The Youth Democracy Festival: Events Events Events 2�

Inspired by the annual People’s Meeting at Bornholm a special People’s Meeting for the Youth (“The Youth 
Democracy Festival”) was launched in 2016� The two-day political youth event (could be compared to the EYE) 
took  place on 7-8 September and numerous schools from all regions of the country participated in the +500 
events organised by 97 participating organisations and political parties, including the National Parliament�

In cooperation with our four partners (The European Movement, European Movement Youth, The 
European Movement against the EU and New Europe), the EPLO organised a series of 10 events during 
the two days in addition to the ongoing information and social media activities taking place in the tent�   

In addition to the events mentioned in the previous pages the programme included 1) a debate with the 
French Ambassador to Denmark and two former MPs on how to solve both local and global challenges, 
2) a Q&A with MEP Rina Ronja Kari (GUE/NGL), 3) a Q&A with the French Ambassador to Denmark, 4) two 
interactive quizzes on the EU, 5) speeddating on education in the EU and 6) EU Fight Night with young 
politicians�

Outreach - Direct participants Outreach - Media

Total participants 350

Stakeholders 7

Journalists 1

Youth 300

Teachers 9

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

Social media acrivity by our partners 

Social media acrivity by our partners 

Social media acrivity by our partners 

Speakers gender balance MEP Participation 

X 7 X 7
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Roadtrip to secondary schools2�

On 30 October to 3 November the EPLO, the EC Rep and the European Movement 
co-organised a one-week roadtrip to five secondary schools in Denmark� The overall aim was to put 
emphasis on the EU among the Danish youth by hosting an intense full-day EU-seminar at each school� 

In order to make the EU a matter of interest for young students, each seminar tried to strike a balance between 
engaging activities and informative elements� We achieved our goal by presenting the students with 
presentations, quizzes, videos and role plays during the day and ended with a panel discussion with 
politicians� We illustrated how the EU is present in their daily lives and encouraged the students to take part 
in the European Parliamentary Democracy, to make their voices heard and to follow the EPLO on social media�

The main theme of each school visit was migration and we used the newly developed dilemma games (EPS 
budget) at the role plays� During the week we visted 1) Rejsby Efterskole, Skærbæk, 2) Risskov Gymnasium,
Aarhus, 3) Næstved Gymnasium, 4) Baunehøj Efterskole, Jægerspris and 5) Frederiksberg Gymnasium� 

In order to increase the outreach of each visit the EPLO press officer contacted local media in all cities
but this year it proved more difficult to get media attention than in some previous years�

Outreach - Direct participants Outreach - Media

Total participants 820

Stakeholders 4

Journalists 0

Youth 796

Teachers 20

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 1 11�000

1 post     •     21 interactions     •     761 reached 

Not relevant for Twitter  

1 post     •     18 interactions

Speakers gender balance 
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European Parliament Ambassador Schools2�

The European Parliament is running an educational programme, which is aimed at students (age 16-18) in 
secondary schools and vocational schools� The programme, entitled the European Parliament Ambassador School 
Programme (EPAS), was introduced in Denmark late 2017� The aim is to include around 10 schools in the 
beginning of 2018 and to enrol 10 more in the beginning of the school year 2018/19� While selecting the 
participating schools in Denmark, priority will be given to the special type of schools “Efterskoler”� The 
association of these schools (“Efterskoleforeningen”) will act as educational expert for the EPLO� The goal is to 
stimulate an awareness among students and teachers of European challenges and European parliamentary
democracy and make young people understand the importance of voting in the European elections of 2019� 

On 6 December an introductory seminar was held on the island of Fünen for potentially interested 
schools, where staff from EPLO and Efterskoleforeningen gave an overview of the programme as well as
Euroscola, EPAS, EYE etc� The vast majority of the present schools signed up for the programme
and as from the beginning of 2018 the Danish EPAS schools will be the following:

Eisbjerghus Internationale Efterskole (Middelfart)
Frijsenborg Efterskole (Aarhus)
Hårslev Efterskole (Slagelse)
Rejsby Europæiske Efterskole (Ribe)
Ryslinge Efterskole (Ringe)
Skovlund Efterskole (Varde)
Skals Efterskole (Viborg)
Ranum Efterskole College (Løgstør)
Tømmerup Fri- og Efterskole (Kalundborg)�

New schools can join from the school year 2018/19� 

Outreach - Direct participants Outreach - Media

Total participants

Stakeholders 0

Journalists 0

Youth

Teachers

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

Not relevant for Facebook at this stage

Not relevant for Twitter at this stage

Not relevant for Instagram at this stage

Speakers gender balance 
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3� Media activities



Press briefing on Brexit at the National Parliament 3�

In 2017 the EPLO invited Danish journalists and editors to a series of press briefings in Denmark� The scope 
of the briefings was to increase the awareness and media coverage of the institutional and 
legislative role of the EP and to familiarise Danish media with the work of the Danish MEP’s� 

The first briefing of the year took place on 31 March in the building of the Danish Parliament in connection with 
a meeting in the Committee on European Affairs, in which the Danish MEPs were also invited to participate�

The three Danish MEPs Morten Helveg Petersen (ALDE), Morten Løkkegaard (ALDE) and Jørn Dohrmann 
(ECR) participated in the briefing with 9 journalists representing a range of print, AV and online media, including 
representatives of national Danish TV news (DR), leading national newspapers (Jyllands-Posten, Ekstra Bladet) 
and leading news agencies (Ritzau, Reuters) in addition to one MEP assistent and the head of the EC REP
in Copenhagen� The briefing was moderated by EPLO Head of Office Anne Mette Vestergaard and focussed
on the role of the EP in the upcoming Brexit negotations and the future of the EU�

We received very positive feedback from both MEPs and journalists on the format and content of the 
briefing and decided to continue the concept during the year�

Outreach - Direct participants Outreach - Media

Total participants 16

Stakeholders 0

Journalists 9

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

MEP Participation

Not relevant for Facebook

Not relevant for Twitter

Not relevant for Instagram

Speakers gender balance 
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Press seminar in Brussels for Update3�

It is of the highest importance for the EPLO in Copenhagen to create and maintain a solid network in the Danish 
media landscape� Every year, the EPLO is therefore organising a variety of press seminars in Brussels in order to
ensure that the Danish media has the necessary basic knowledge and insight in the EU in general and in the
European Parliament and its legislative work in particular� The seminars are organised in
cooperation with the EC Rep as three-day study trips to the EU institutions with one day at the EP�

The first press seminar of the year took place on 26 April for a group consisting of 10 
journalists representing seven important Danish media outlets: DR, Altinget, Ritzau, 
Berlingske Media and Nordjyske Medier, Dagbladet Information and Bæredygtigt Landbrug�

During the visit at the EP the journalists were accompanied by the EPLO press officer and received 
information on the work of the EP and the EPLO in addition to a guided tour and a briefing on the EP media 
services and offers for journalists� The programme also included 5 x 45 minutes presentations by MEPs, 
Christel Schaldemose (S&D), Rikke Karlsson (ECR), Jens Rohde (ALDE), Cecilia Wikström (ALDE/SE) and
Richard Corbett (S&D/UK)� 

Outreach - Direct participants Outreach - Media

Total participants 16

Stakeholders 0

Journalists 10

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

MEP Participation

0 posts     •     0 interactions     •     0 reached 

0 posts     •     0 interactions     •     0 impressions 

0 posts     •     0 interactions

Speakers gender balance 
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Press seminar in Brussels for Dansk Presseforbund3�

It is of the highest importance for the EPLO in Copenhagen to create and maintain a solid network in the Danish 
media landscape� Every year, the EPLO is therefore organising a variety of press seminars in Brussels in order to
ensure that the Danish media has the necessary basic knowledge and insight in the EU in general and in the
European Parliament and its legislative work in particular� The seminars are organised in
cooperation with the EC Rep as three-day study trips to the EU institutions with one day at the EP�

The second press seminar of the year took place on 30 May for a group consisting of 20 
experienced journalists from Dansk Presseforbund. 

During the visit at the EP the journalists were accompanied by the EPLO press officer and received 
information on the work of the EP and the EPLO in addition to a guided tour and a briefing on the EP media 
services and offers for journalists� The programme also included a 45 minute presentation by 
MEP Christel Schaldemose (S&D)� 

Outreach - Direct participants Outreach - Media

Total participants 22

Stakeholders 0

Journalists 20

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

MEP Participation

0 posts     •     0 interactions     •     0 reached 

0 posts     •     0 interactions     •     0 impressions 

0 posts     •     0 interactions

Speakers gender balance 
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Press seminar in Brussels for journalist students from Aarhus3�

It is of the highest importance for the EPLO in Copenhagen to create and maintain a solid network in the Danish 
media landscape� Every year, the EPLO is therefore organising a variety of press seminars in Brussels in order to
ensure that the Danish media has the necessary basic knowledge and insight in the EU in general and in the
European Parliament and its legislative work in particular� The seminars are organised in
cooperation with the EC Rep as three-day study trips to the EU institutions with one day at the EP�

The third press seminar of the year took place on 31 May for a group consisting of 21 journalist students and 
their teacher from Aarhus� 

During the visit at the EP the journalists were accompanied by the EPLO press officer and received 
information on the work of the EP and the EPLO in addition to a guided tour and a briefing on the EP media 
services and offers for journalists� The programme also included 4 x 45 minutes presentations by MEPs
Margrete Auken (Greens), Morten Løkkegaard (ALDE), Ole Christensen (S&D) and Cecilia
Wikström (ALDE/SE)� In addition the group also visited the House of European History and the plenary�

Outreach - Direct participants Outreach - Media

Total participants 26

Stakeholders 0

Journalists 21

Youth 0

Teachers 1

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

MEP Participation 

0 posts     •     0 interactions     •     0 reached 

1 post       •     0 interactions     •     0 impressions 

0 posts     •     0 interactions

Speakers gender balance 
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Press briefing on SOTEU at the National Parliament3�

In 2017 the EPLO invited Danish journalists and editors to a series of press briefings in Denmark� The scope 
of the briefings was to increase the awareness and media coverage of the institutional and 
legislative role of the EP and to familiarise Danish media with the work of the Danish MEP’s� 

The second briefing of the year took place on 8 September in the building of the Danish Parliament in 
connection with a meeting in the Committee on European Affairs, in which the Danish MEP’s were also invited 
to participate�

As the topic of the briefing, we chose the upcoming State of the Union debate, with a view to 
promoting the involvement of the EP and the Danish MEPs in the debate on the Future of Europe� 
The three Danish MEPs Morten Helveg Petersen (ALDE), Christel Schaldemose (S&D)
and Bendt Bendtsen (EPP) participated in the briefing with 6 journalists� The briefing was moderated by 
the EPLO Head of Office Anne Mette Vestergaard followed by a brief introduction to the SOTEU by the EC Rep 
press officer� Among the participating journalists were some representing important AV media (TV2,
DR P4), news agency Ritzau, and journalists specialising in EU affairs (Fagpressebureauet, Kommunen, EU-Nyt)�

Outreach - Direct participants Outreach - Media

Total participants 12

Stakeholders 0

Journalists 6

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

MEP Participation

Not relevant for Facebook

Not relevant for Twitter

Not relevant for Instagram

Speakers gender balance 
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Press seminar in Aarhus3�

On 21 November 2017, local and regional elections took place in Denmark� In order to take advantage of the 
occasion, the EPLO organised a one-day press seminar on 25 September, whose main focus was
to explain the significance of EU and EP affairs at the local and regional level�

The Danish School of Media and Journalism (DMJX) in Aarhus was chosen as the venue and the seminar was 
open to all journalists� The programme included Danish MEPs Rikke Karlsson (ECR) and Jeppe Kofod (S&D),  
local politicians, experts and senior EU journalists� The keynote speaker was the European Ombudsman, 
Emily O’Reilly, who agreed to include Aarhus in her visit to Denmark�

In addition to 35 journalists around 78 journalism students also attended the whole or parts of the seminar�
The vast majority of the participating journalists represented local and regional media, primarily from the
regions closest to the venue of the seminar� Both print, online and AV media were represented�

A total of 87 tweets were sent on the special event hashtag #kveu from 33 different contributors� The
tweets had an estimated outreach of 42�569 accounts and an estimated exposure on 165�175
impressions according to tweetreach�

Outreach - Direct participants Outreach - Media

Total participants 129

Stakeholders 11

Journalists 113

Youth 0

Teachers 5

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 1 100�000

Online 1 200�000

MEP Participation

1 post     •     123 interactions     •     9�970 reached 

19 posts •     156 interactions     •     33�326 impressions 

1 post     •     23 interactions

Speakers gender balance 
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Press seminar in Brussels for TV23�

It is of the highest importance for the EPLO in Copenhagen to create and maintain a solid network in the Danish 
media landscape� Every year, the EPLO is therefore organising a variety of press seminars in Brussels in order to
ensure that the Danish media has the necessary basic knowledge and insight in the EU in general and in the
European Parliament and its legislative work in particular� The seminars are organised in
cooperation with the EC Rep as three-day study trips to the EU institutions with one day at the EP�

The fourth press seminar of the year took place on 27 September and the group
 consisted of 18 journalists from the national TV station TV2. 

During the visit at the EP the journalists were accompanied by the EPLO press officer and received information
on the work of the EP and the EPLO in addition to a guided tour and a briefing on the EP media services and offers
for journalists� The programme also included 4 x 45 minutes meetings with MEPs Christel Schaldemose (S&D),
Bendt Bendtsen (EPP), Morten Helveg Petersen (ALDE) and Morten Messerschmidt (ECR) and a visit to 
the House of European History�

Outreach - Direct participants Outreach - Media

Total participants 23

Stakeholders 0

Journalists 18

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

MEP Participation

1 post     •     16 interactions     •     1�430 reached 

1 post     •     9 interactions        •     830 impressions 

1 post     •     28 interactions

Speakers gender balance 
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Press seminar at the Europe House for cartoonists3�

A special full-day press seminar for Danish cartoonists took place on 29 September at the Europe House� It was 
organised in cooperation between the EPLO and the Union for Danish cartoonists which is part of the 
Danish Union for Journalists� The cooperation is quite unique and was a follow up on a press seminar in Brussels 
organised by the EPLO in 2016, where the group met a series of MEPs and also was received by the EP President� 

The focus of the seminar was on the future of the EU and the role of the EP in the Brexit negotiations� Prior
to a three-hour workshop  under the heading “Europe together or apart“ there were presentations by
HoO Anne Mette Vestergaard, stand up comedian and radiohost Mette Frobenius, and the
cartoonists Erik Petri, Ville Ranta (Finland) and Lea Riegel (Germany)� The purpose was to
ensure that Danish cartoonists obtained a thorough EU knowledge as well as new inspiration to
illustrate EU related news articles and thereby will be even better prepared for their coverage of the
EP elections in 2019�

Altinget�dk was media partner for the event, which resulted in a couple of illustrated articles and interviews
online� A double-page article with some of the drawings was likewise part of the November
issue of Altinget’s printed magazine and the chairmen of the association of cartoonists was interviewed by P1�

Outreach - Direct participants Outreach - Media

Total participants 30

Stakeholders 0

Journalists 26

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 1 100�000

Written 2 45�000

Online 1 50�000

1 post     •     30 interactions    •     1670 reached 

1 post     •     3 interactions       •     968 impressions 

1 post     •     26 interactions

Speakers gender balance 
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Press briefing on the social pillar at the National Parliament3�

In 2017 the EPLO invited Danish journalists and editors to a series of press briefings in Denmark� The scope 
of the briefings was to increase the awareness and media coverage of the institutional and 
legislative role of the EP and to familiarise Danish media with the work of the Danish MEP’s� 

The third briefing of the year took place on 13 October in the building of the Danish Parliament in 
connection with a meeting in the Committee on European Affairs� The topic was the social agenda, with special 
attention given to the social pillar, the posting of workers directive and the work of the PANA committee�

Among the 12 participanting journalists were senior editors of major national newspapers (Information, 
Kristeligt Dagblad, BT) and journalists and analysts (DR, Radio24syv, DRP1)� MEPs Jeppe Kofod (S&D),
Christel Schaldemose (S&D), Morten Helveg Petersen (ALDE) and Rina Ronja Kari (GUE/NGL) 
participated in the briefing� The brefing was moderated by EPLO press officer Jacob Lolck� 

With one shadow rapporteur (posting of workers) and one co-rapporteur (PANA), the briefing gave the
participating journalists the possibility to meet with some very influential Danish MEPs and hear about the 
latest developments in EP topics of high relevance also in a Danish context� The briefing resulted 
in a few items of high-profile coverage in TV, radio and online media�

Outreach - Direct participants Outreach - Media

Total participants 18

Stakeholders 0

Journalists 12

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Pieces Outreach

TV 1 486�000

Radio 1 50�000

Written 0 0

Online 2 5�000

MEP Participation

Not relevant for Facebook

Not relevant for Twitter

Not relevant for Instagram

Speakers gender balance 
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Press briefing for journalist students from Aarhus3�

On 23 October the EPLO and EC REP organised a 2 hour briefing for 20 journalist students
from the Danish School of Media and Journalism in Aarhus at the Europe House as an integrated part of
the students course in EU journalism�  

During the briefing the students received presentations by the press officers of the EPLO and the EC Rep� 
The EP presentation focused on the legislative work of the European Parliament, the legislative role of 
the EP, current topics on the EP agenda, the legislative priorities in the coming months, tips on how to 
identify relevant EU stories and the latest Eurobarometer results� The students were also
introduced to the press service of the EP and encouraged to take advantages of the available opprtunities when 
reporting on EU issues� 

Outreach - Direct participants Outreach - Media

Total participants 23

Stakeholders 0

Journalists 20

Youth 0

Teachers 1

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

Not relevant for Facebook

Not relevant for Twitter

Not relevant for Instagram

Speakers gender balance 
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Press seminar in Brussels for Nordisk journalistkursus3�

It is of the highest importance for the EPLO in Copenhagen to create and maintain a solid network in the Danish 
media landscape� Every year, the EPLO is therefore organising a variety of press seminars in Brussels in order to
ensure that the Danish media has the necessary basic knowledge and insight in the EU in general and in the
European Parliament and its legislative work in particular� The seminars are organised in
cooperation with the EC Rep as three-day study trips to the EU institutions with one day at the EP�

The fifth press seminar took place on 8 November and the group consisted of 21 journalists from Nordisk 
journalistkursus� 

During the visit at the EP the journalists were accompanied by the EPLO press officer and received 
information on the work of the EP and the EPLO in addition to a guided tour and a briefing on the EP 
media services and offers for journalists� The programme also included 4 x 45 minutes meetings
with MEPs Bendt Bendtsen (EPP), Róża Gräfin von Thun und Hohenstein (EPP/PL), Danuta Maria 
Hübner (EPP/PL) and Cecilia Wikström (ALDE/SE) and a visit to the Parlamentarium�

Outreach - Direct participants Outreach - Media

Total participants 26

Stakeholders 0

Journalists 21

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

MEP Participation

Not relevant for Facebook

1 post     •     1 interaction     •     630 impressions 

Not relevant for Instagram

Speakers gender balance 
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Press seminar in Brussels for Praktikantalliancen3�

It is of the highest importance for the EPLO in Copenhagen to create and maintain a solid network in the Danish 
media landscape� Every year, the EPLO is therefore organising a variety of press seminars in Brussels in order to
ensure that the Danish media has the necessary basic knowledge and insight in the EU in general and in the
European Parliament and its legislative work in particular� The seminars are organised in
cooperation with the EC Rep as three-day study trips to the EU institutions with one day at the EP�

The sixth press seminar took place on 28 November and the group consisted of 25 journalists from 
Praktikantalliancen, an association for journalist trainees from all Danish media� 

During the visit at the EP the journalists were accompanied by the EPLO press officer and received 
information on the work of the EP and the EPLO in addition to a guided tour and a briefing on the EP 
media services and offers for journalists� The programme also included 2 x 45 minutes meetings with 
MEPs Ole Christensen (S&D) and Morten Helveg Petersen (ALDE) and a visit to the Parlamentarium�

Outreach - Direct participants Outreach - Media

Total participants 28

Stakeholders 0

Journalists 25

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

MEP Participation

0 posts     •     0 interactions     •     0 reached 

1 post       •     5 interactions     •     3�872 impressions 

0 posts     •     0 interactions

Speakers gender balance 
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Press seminar in Brussels for journalist students from RUC3�

It is of the highest importance for the EPLO in Copenhagen to create and maintain a solid network in the Danish 
media landscape� Every year, the EPLO is therefore organising a variety of press seminars in Brussels in order to
ensure that the Danish media has the necessary basic knowledge and insight in the EU in general and in the
European Parliament and its legislative work in particular� The seminars are organised in
cooperation with the EC Rep as three-day study trips to the EU institutions with one day at the EP�

The seventh press seminar took place on 29 November and the group consisted of 25 journalists students 
from the University of Roskilde� 

During the visit at the EP the journalists were accompanied by the EPLO press officer and received 
information on the work of the EP and the EPLO in addition to a guided tour and a briefing on the EP
media services and offers for journalists� The programme also included 4 x 45 minutes meetings with 
MEPs Margrete Auken (Greens), Jeppe Kofod (S&D), Morten Løkkegaard (ALDE) and Jørn Dohrmann (ECR)
in addition to a visit to the Parlamentarium�

Outreach - Direct participants Outreach - Media

Total participants 30

Stakeholders 0

Journalists 25

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

MEP Participation

0 posts     •     0 interactions     •     0 reached 

1 post       •     5 interactions     •     2�310 impressions 

0 posts     •     0 interactions

Speakers gender balance 
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Press seminar in Brussels for Dansk Journalistforbund3�

It is of the highest importance for the EPLO in Copenhagen to create and maintain a solid network in the Danish 
media landscape� Every year, the EPLO is therefore organising a variety of press seminars in Brussels in order to
ensure that the Danish media has the necessary basic knowledge and insight in the EU in general and in the
European Parliament and its legislative work in particular� The seminars are organised in
cooperation with the EC Rep as three-day study trips to the EU institutions with one day at the EP�

The eighth press seminar took place on 5 December and the group consisted of 18 freelance
 journalists from Dansk Journalistforbund� 

During the visit at the EP the journalists were accompanied by the EPLO press officer and received 
information on the work of the EP and the EPLO in addition to a guided tour and a briefing on the EP 
media services and offers for journalists� The programme also included 3 x 45 minutes meetings with 
MEPs Christel Schaldemose (S&D) and Anders Vistisen (ECR) and the European Ombudsman, Emily O’Reilly�

Outreach - Direct participants Outreach - Media

Total participants 22

Stakeholders 0

Journalists 18

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

MEP Participation

0 posts     •     0 interactions     •     0 reached 

1 post       •     8 interactions     •     759 impressions 

0 posts     •     0 interactions

Speakers gender balance 
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Press seminar in Brussels for journalist students from Aarhus3�

It is of the highest importance for the EPLO in Copenhagen to create and maintain a solid network in the Danish 
media landscape� Every year, the EPLO is therefore organising a variety of press seminars in Brussels in order to
ensure that the Danish media has the necessary basic knowledge and insight in the EU in general and in the
European Parliament and its legislative work in particular� The seminars are organised in
cooperation with the EC Rep as three-day study trips to the EU institutions with one day at the EP�

The ninth press seminar took place on 6 December and the group consisted of 18 journalist students from the 
Danish School of Journalism in Aarhus� 

During the visit at the EP the journalists were accompanied by the EPLO press officer and received 
information on the work of the EP and the EPLO in addition to a guided tour and a briefing on the EP 
media services and offers for journalists� The programme also included 3 x 45 minutes meetings with 
MEPs Margrete Auken (Greens), Morten Helveg Petersen (ALDE) and Rikke Karlsson (ECR) in addition
to a visit to the Parlamentarium�

Outreach - Direct participants Outreach - Media

Total participants 22

Stakeholders 0

Journalists 17

Youth 0

Teachers 1

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

MEP Participation

0 posts     •     0 interactions     •     0 reached 

1 post       •     7 interactions     •     997 impressions 

0 posts     •     0 interactions

Speakers gender balance 
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Outreach campaign at Altinget�dk3�

The outreach campaign was implemented in the first two weeks of May taking the form
of an online banner campaign on the website Altinget�dk, which is a Danish news portal specialising in 
providing high-quality news to stakeholders� Altinget was chosen because it is considered to be politically 
neutral and among the best when it comes to reaching out to media, stakeholders and other
high-profile multipliers and influencers in Denmark� 

The campaign was split in two parts� The first week advertised the EP position in the Brexit negotiations 
and was intended to attract visitors to a new Brexit section on the EPLO website, which gives a regularly 
updated overview of the state of the Brexit negotiations, with a particular focus on the EP position� 
The second week was an advertisement of our weekly EPLO newsletter, EP-Info� 

The campaign generated in total 879 clicks (515 in the “Brexit” week and 364 in the “newsletter” week) on 
the banner, which led the visitor to our website� During the two weeks of the campaign, our newsletter 
received 72 new subscribers (net) - up from around 850 subscribers� This means that both objectives of the 
campaign were at least partially obtained: to increase subscription of our EPLO newsletter, and to 
increase traffic to our EPLO website� The number of clicks was above the expected amount of 700, whereas the 
number of new subscribers was a little below the expected number of 100� 

The outreach of the campaign is not limited to these numbers� The banner generated in total 430.867 
showings (roughly equal in both weeks), which means that a significant number of Altinget�dk 
visitors will have seen the banner without clicking on it� As especially the Brexit banner was 
intended to “stand in its own right” with a clear message of EP’s important institutional role in the 
Brexit negotiations, this means that this message reached far beyond those who actually clicked on the banner� 

Taking into account that Altinget�dk is visited especially by media representatives, stakeholders and 
influencers, our assumption is that the message got across to especially this group� Without being able to 
precisely identify who these media representatives and stakeholders are, it is a fair assumption that they 
represent media with a total circulation and organisations/authorities with an outreach of well above 
200�000 citizens�

Key results

Brexit EP-Info

Showings 214�207 216�660

Clicks 515 364

New subscribers 9 72
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4� Value activities



International Women’s Day4�

The celebration of the 2017 International Women’s Day was carried out as an online campaign across the EPLO 
social media platforms: Facebook, Twitter and Instagram� The campaign was based on the 
series of photos by Nick Danziger on Women facing wars� The photos were
converted into a short, informative video telling the stories of the women�  

In order to ensure a significant outreach the EPLO promoted the post on Facebook to a targeted 
stakeholder audience as well as the general public� 

1 post     •     34 interactions     •     7�672 reached 

3 posts    •     22 interactions     •     3�030 impressions 

1 post      •     10 interactions
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Europe Day4�

Outreach - Direct participants Outreach - Media

Total participants 160

Stakeholders 0

Journalists 0

Youth 140

Teachers 8

Pieces Outreach

TV 1 10�000

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

1 post     •     328 interactions     •     25�882 reached 

2 posts    •     5 interactions         •     1�954 impressions 

2 posts    •     75 interactions

Speakers gender balance 

The Europe Day 2017 was celebrated in Aarhus as the city was the European Capital of Culture in 2017. In 
cooperation with Aarhus2017 and the regional branch of the European Movement we organised two 
screenings of the 2017 LUX finalist ‘Ma vie de courgette’ at Dokk1� The theme of the event was 
fundamental rights in general and children’s rights in particular� The two scrennings 
targeted elementary and secondary students, respectively but the screenings were held at an open venue
allowing everyone interested to stop by� After the screening for the secondary students they received
a presentation on children’s rights by Caroline Adolphsen from the University of Aarhus�    

The screenings were introduced by EPLO and Aarhus2017 and prior to the screenings of ‘Ma vie de courgette’ 
the charming Europe Day video produced by the EPLO in 2015 featuring MEPs interviewed by kids was projected�

Additional Europe Day celebrations 
- Broadcasting of the 2015 Europe Day video (EPLO produced) on the TV station DK4  
- Promotion of the Europe Day video across the EPLO social media platforms 
- EU flags on the buses in the capital area
- the letter from EP President Antonio Tajani sent to 98 schools in the Euroscola-network
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The 2016 LUX Film Prize4�

As in previous years the EPLO organised screenings of the LUX Prize finalists at Cinemateket (The Danish Institute
for Films) targeting the general public� ‘As I open My Eyes’ and ‘My life as a courgette’ 
were screened on 11-12 January, while unfortuantely it was not possible to screen the third finalist 
and final winner, Toni Erdmann due to Danish distribution rights�

Cinemateket seats 140-182 people at each screening and in addition to the two public screenings the EPLO 
also organised a special school screening of My life as a courgette� All screenings were introduced by
the EPLO HoO Anne Mette Vestergaard and Creative Europe Desk Denmark while the French producer of My life
as a courgette did a Q&A following the public screening of the film�

After each public screening we hosted a reception allowing the audience to evaluate the film�

Timetable for the screenings
11 January at 19�00: As I open My Eyes (public screening) - 162 participants 
12 January at 12�00: My life as a courgette (school screening) - 111 participants
12 January at 16�30: My life as a courgette (public screening) including Q&A with the producer - 120 participants 

Outreach - Direct participants Outreach - Media

Total participants 393

Stakeholders 13

Journalists 2

Youth 127

Teachers 0

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 2 23�000

2 posts     •     8 interactions     •     9�400 reached 

3 posts     •     1 interactions      •     3�577 impressions 

3 posts     •     32 interactions

Speakers gender balance 
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7 LUX screenings for schools4�

As an add-on to the traditional recurrent LUX Prize screenings the EPLO decided to test the concept 
of special screenings for schools� The idea was to make it possible for young people, also from 
less well-off areas to have the chance to see a LUX film (As I open my eyes) in the cinema�
We therefore decided to target the teachers from schools in areas, which face larger challenges,
and give them the chance to invite their classes to a film-projection in a cinema� 

The EPLO engaged with Cinemateket under the Danish Film Institute in order to take advantage of their 
national network of cinemas to find good (mainly) small-town locations to screen the film� The seven 
screenings were carried out in Hillerød, Odense, Frederikssund, Aarhus, Humlebæk, Kolding and Aalborg� 
The film was introduced by the general LUX Prize teaser� Centrally produced educational
material was distributed and the teachers were invited to use it actively before and/or 
after the screening� 
 
The experience showed that the reach of a local cinema is much-dependent on the network
of the local project managers� One cinema in a very small town managed to have a full room of 
school-children, whilst some in larger cities found it difficult to attract a large audience�

Outreach - Direct participants Outreach - Media

Total participants 251

Stakeholders 0

Journalists 0

Youth 241

Teachers 10

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

1 post     •     10 interactions     •     2�387 reached 

0 posts    •     0 interactions       •     0 impressions 

0 posts    •     0 interactions
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LUX simultaneous screenings of Western4�

As part of the simultaneous screening the LUX Prize finalist Western was screened in two 
Danish Europe cinemas on 9 November, Vester Vov Vov Cinema in Copenhagen
and Café Biografen Cinema in Odense� The EPLO was in close contact with the venues and the press
officer introduced the film and the LUX prize on the evening of the screening in Copenhagen�

A Danish journalist, who also participated in the LUX seminar in Strasbourg, joined the screening 
in Copenhagen�

The event in Copenhagen was advertised on both the Facebook page of the EPLO and of the cinema� 
Furthermore, the EPLO advertised the screening in its newsletters, but the tickets for the event 
were ‘sold out’ very fast� The event in Odense was advertised locally through the website of the 
cinema� Finally, both events were advertised on the LUX news page on the homepage of the EPLO�

The Copenhagen screening had 66 participants, whereas the one in Odense had 56�

Outreach - Direct participants Outreach - Media

Total participants 122

Stakeholders 0

Journalists 1

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

1 post     •     77 interactions     •     4�823 reached 

1 post     •     2 interactions       •     1�413 impressions 

0 posts   •     0 interactions

Speakers gender balance 
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Cultural Night in Copenhagen 4�

Outreach - Direct participants Outreach - Media

Total participants 1040

Stakeholders 5

Journalists 0

Youth 140

Teachers 0

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

2 posts     •     79 interactions     •     5�949 reached 

Not relevant for Twitter 

1 post       •     16 interactions

Speakers gender balance 

As part of the annual Culture Night in Copenhagen which is one of Copenhagen’s most well-attended cultural 
events, the EPLO, EC Rep and European Movement cooperated on ensuring that the the Europe House 
was an attractive venue for all age groups by implementing a concept with three parallel activities�

The EPLO hosted a creative workshop targeting children and young people in one of the rooms on the 
ground floor of the Europe House� Around 40 young people participated in the two-hour workshop and 
while the children were busy, EPLO staff had time to engage with their parents/grandparents on EU issues� 

In the second room on the ground floor the European Movement organised a five hour European
speed-dating which attracted around 150 people during the night�

In the courtyard behind the Europe House the EC Rep created a Forum Europa, home to the Treaty of Rome, 
in order to create a backdrop for “laying the foundation for the common future of Europe” in cooperation with 
a range of partners� The various activities in the backyard attracted around 850 people during six hours�
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The Yazidi minority and the Sakharov Prize 20164�

On 19 April the EPLO hosted a 2-hour seminar focussing on the Yazidi minority� The aim was to
draw attention to the winners of the Sakharov Prize 2016 among a young audience� 

The programme included an introduction on the Sakharov Prize, the EP and the protection of 
human rights with a special focus on the winners of the Sakharov Prize 2016 by HoO Anne Mette 
Vestergaard followed by a presentation by author and journalist, Deniz Serinci, on the Yazidi minority 
and ISIS� 

The event was organized in partnership with two highschools Borupgaard (30 km from Copenhagen)
and Marselisborg located in Aarhus (European Capital of Culture 2017)�

Outreach - Direct participants Outreach - Media

Total participants 50

Stakeholders 0

Journalists 0

Youth 45

Teachers 3

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

Not relevant for Facebook

Not relevant for Twitter

Not relevant for Instagram

Speakers gender balance  
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The Sakharov Prize 20174�

In order to celebrate the Sakharov prize the EPLO organised an experimental event in the Europe House
in Copenhagen right after the ceremony in the plenary on 13 December� Two Danish cartoonists, Lars
Refn and Kamilla Wichmann (members of the European network Cartoonists for Peace) were drawing
on Facebook Live while they were being interviewed, giving Facebook-users the opportunity to ask questions� 

The conversation went around issues such as what is most important for a political cartoon to be 
understood, how can issues surrounding human rights best be symbolised and whether they have 
favourite journalists, when having to illustrate a particular article� Following the session both 
cartoonists completed their cartoons of the 2017 Sakahrov winner, the Democratic Opposition in Venezuela� 

Lars Refn who drew the cartoon based on Venezuela’s flag said “recognisable elements e�g� persons, flags 
or logos are important� The finger symbolises the Sakharov Prize, which points at the Venezuelan 
president and brings attention to the situation in Venezuela� It’s a strong poke saying – the world is watching!”�

In addition, the live streaming of the award ceremony was shared on the EPLO Facebook prior to the
session and both the finalists and the winner were promoted on social media during October�

Outreach - Direct participants Outreach - Media

Total participants 3

Stakeholders 0

Journalists 3

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

6 posts     •     172 interactions     •     18�555 reached 

4 posts     •     21 interactions        •     7�334 impressions 

3 posts     •     51 interactions

Speakers gender balance 
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5� General activities



The EU in Turbulent Times: Launching the debate5�

In 2017 the EPLO organised a series of events under the main headline ‘The EU in Turbulent Times‘ (‘EU i 
modvind’)� The concept ‘EU i modvind’ was launched during a separate event on 9 January 
with MEPs Christel Schaldemose (S&D), Morten Løkkegaard (ALDE) and Rina Ronja Kari (GUE/NGL)� 

After Brexit, the Danish ‘no’ at the JHA referendum in 2015 and the question on Danish participation in 
Europol and Schengen the main focus in the Danish debate has been on the difficulties rather than the 
many positive results achieved by the Danish MEPs and the EP in general� In order to renew the dialogue we 
reversed the roles and let the general public speak and the politicians listen� 

During the kick off event in January the participants engaged in workshops with the MEPs and 
the HoO in order to define the themes from the EU’s priority files the Danish MEPs should seek to 
highlight and debate during 2017� The event was opened by Head of Office Anne Mette Vestergaard 
and moderated by digital expert, Benjamin Elberth� The opening speeches by the MEPs were streamed on 
Facebook Live� 

Outreach - Direct participants Outreach - Media

Total participants 54

Stakeholders 23

Journalists 2

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

MEP Participation

2 posts     •     148 interactions     •     17�678 reached 

10 posts   •     24 interactions       •     9�208 impressions 

0 posts      •     0 interactions

Speakers gender balance 
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The EU in Turbulent Times: Social media week5�

As part of ‘The EU in Turbulent Times’ (‘EU i modvind’) series of events the EPLO hosted a special
workshop as part of the Social Media Week in Copenhagen on 27 February. The purpose of the event was to 
engage the digital generation and experts in a discussion on how to maximize the outreach of the 
MEPs’ communication and engage stakeholders, the youth and the general public in online debates� 

As part of the online promotion a short invitation was recorded by the EPLO with two MEPs encouraging 
the SoMe community to participate in the workshop� The debate was moderated by Benjamin Elberth, a leading
expert on digital communication and MEPs Morten Løkkegaard (ALDE), Rina Ronja Kari (GUE/NGL) and 
Anders Vistisen (ECR) participated� 

The event included five minute presentations by the MEPs on the role of social media as a way to engage with
voters, journalists and stakeholders followed by workshops where each MEP got advice from a social media expert�

The first part of the event was streamed on Facebook Live and the comments on Facebook were actively 
included in the workshop by the moderator� As a direct follow up on the event DR Radio (“Europa Lige Nu”) 
made a longer interview with two of the participating MEPs about the event - and their use of social media�

Outreach - Direct participants Outreach - Media

Total participants 41

Stakeholders 32

Journalists 2

Youth 3

Teachers 1

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 1 94�250

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

MEP Participation

2 posts     •     369 interactions     •     38�524 reached 

7 posts     •     144 interactions     •     24�999 impressions 

1 post       •     21 interactions

Speakers gender balance 
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The EU in Turbulent Times: 13 FB Live from Strasbourg5�

As part of ‘The EU in Turbulent Times’ (“EU i modvind”) series of events the EPLO carried out a 
Facebook Live project with MEPs from Strasbourg� As the activity took place during the April plenary we 
decided to focus on the recent triggering of Article 50� We therefore asked the MEPs to present their views 
on the Brexit negotiations and reflect upon what Brexit will mean to the Danes given the fact that the 
UK has been one of Denmark’s close EU partners since the two countries joined the EC together in 1973� 

On 4-5 April the series of Facebook Live interviews with each of the 11 Danish MEPs present in Strasbourg (the 
last two MEPs were on sick leave) as well as the Danish EU Commissioner and the Danish Foreign Minister were 
broadcast directly on the EPLO Facebook page and promoted with pictures and links on Twitter, Instagram 
and the EPLO website� A short video from the Tajani/Verhofstadt Press Point following
the vote was also included in the project�  

We had invited a leading digital expert, Benjamin Elberth, to perform the interviews and the project was 
therefore further promoted through his online outreach� In addition 10 MEPs shared the videos
of their interviews on their social media accounts - either Facebook, Twitter or both summing up 
to a total of 14 MEP shares� In order to create a dynamic overview all interviews were gathered
in an ongoing Storify which was promoted on the EPLO website and social media accounts� 
The Facebook Live videos were viewed 64.955 times� The Storify has been viewed 423 times 
and the EPLO website experienced a steep increase in the views during 4 April to 7 April�

In addition to the political interviews, two Danish organisations were invited to produce video messages with their 
CEOs explaining how their sector of activity will be affected by Brexit�

The MEPs participating were Rina Ronja Kari (GUE/NGL), Margrete Auken (Greens), Jeppe Kofod (S&D), 
Christel Schaldemose (S&D), Morten Helveg Petersen (ALDE), Jens Rohde (ALDE), Morten Løkkegaard 
(ALDE), Bendt Bendtsen (EPP), Anders Vistisen (ECR), Jørn Dohrmann (ECR) and Rikke Karlsson (ECR)�

MEP Participation 

19 posts     •     1�251 interactions     •     170�983 reached 

17 posts     •     78 interactions           •     33�643 reached

9 posts       •     299 interactions

Speakers gender balance  

X 7 X 9 X 4 X 7
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The EU in Turbulent Times: Game of #SoMe5�

As part of ‘The EU in Turbulent Times’ (“EU i modvind”) series of events the third event took place on 17 June
during the Peoples’ Meeting in order to reach a wide variety of relevant stakeholders� The event focused on the 
use of social media and fake news and was organised as a battle with the title: Game of #SoMe� A team of two 
MEPs challenged two teams of national MPs and local/regional politicians in order to determine who achieves 
the greatest value by using social media to increase their visibility and communicate on their political priorities� 

The battle consisted of different topics and was moderated by the leading digital expert in Denmark, 
Benjamin Elberth� Each topic was introduced by a leading expert in the field� 1) Thomas Bigum,
the leading Danish expert on Facebook� 2) Vincent Hendricks, professor researching on fake news
3) Jacob Esmann, commonly perceived as a political social media troll 4) Cecilie Astrupgaard,
statistician from Analyse & Tal on how the politicians rank on social media� 

While the two MEPs Morten Løkkegaard (ALDE) and Rina Ronja Kari (GUE/NGL) put up a brave fight and
are ranking at the top on social media figures (Løkkegaard on Twitter and Kari on Facebook) they ended
up in second place in a close race� The entire event was streamed on Facebook Live�      

Outreach - Direct participants Outreach - Media

Total participants 83

Stakeholders 11

Journalists 4

Youth 10

Teachers 0

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

MEP Participation

1 post      •     67 interactions     •     7�877 reached 

14 posts  •     91 interactions     •     19�430 impressions 

1 post       •     30 interactions

Speakers gender balance 

X 5 X 7
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The EU in Turbulent Times: Debate on SOTEU5�

As part of ‘The EU in Turbulent Times’ (“EU i modvind”) series of events the fourth and final event took 
place in the Europe House on 28 August focussing on the upcoming State of the European Union 
debate� Four MEPs were invited to each present their personal five minute SOTEU speech followed by a 
debate� MEPs Jeppe Kofod (S&D), Morten Messerschmidt (ECR) and Margrete Auken (Greens) participated
in the debate while MEP Bendt Bendtsen (EPP) unfortunately had to cancel on the morning of the event�  

The use of social media was naturally an integrated part of the event with everything from promotion on 
Twitter and Facebook to the creation of a Facebook event and Facebook Live� Videos with the three MEP 
speeches were furthermore used on Facebook in order to promote the SOTEU debate in Strasbourg 
on September 13�

The entire event was streamed on Facebook Live and the moderator, Benjamin Elberth, 
managed to actively include a selection of the 97 comments in the debate by asking the MEPs to answer 
some of the questions written by our followers� In addition to the traditional posts promoting the event on 
Facebook we also created an event which reached 6�666 people� 

Outreach - Direct participants Outreach - Media

Total participants 79

Stakeholders 40

Journalists 7

Youth 5

Teachers 4

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 3 30�000

MEP Participation

6 posts     •     553 interactions     •     54�757 reached 

3 posts     •     37 interactions        •     20�774 impressions 

1 post       •     23 interactions

Speakers gender balance 
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The Treaty of Rome - 60th anniversary5�

On the occasion of the 60th anniversary of the Treaty of Rome the EPLO hosted a debate on the future of 
Europe on 24 March in cooperation with the online media, Magasinet Europa� Journalist Per Nyholm 
(participant in the New Narrative for Europe) gave a keynote speech on the current state of play in 
Europe followed by a panel discussion and questions from the audience on the visions
of Europe with MEP Morten Løkkegaard (ALDE) and professor Marlene Wind, University of Copenhagen�
MP and former Minister of Foreign Affairs Holger K� Nielsen (Socialists Peoples Party/Greens) had
to cancel last minute� The debate was moderated by journalist Claus Kragh�

A large variety of stakeholders participated, including several diplomats from the embassies of the founding 
countries, UN, Kvinfo, Red Cross, Think Thank Europe, Fipra Denmark, DEO, Dansk Byggeri etc�

On the occasion of the debate, Magasinet Europa published Per Nyholm’s key note speech on its website  
and also dedicated a whole section of its website to the anniversary of the Treaty of Rome, including 
an article highlighting the development and increasing power of the EP over the years�

Outreach - Direct participants Outreach - Media

Total participants 88

Stakeholders 37

Journalists 4

Youth 11

Teachers 0

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 2 13�000

MEP Participation

2 posts     •     304 interactions     •     16�652 reached 

5 posts     •     17 interactions        •     4�024 impressions 

1 posts     •      28 interactions

Speakers gender balance  
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Academy on European visions - 7 sessions5�

During the spring of 2017 Nyt Europa (New Europe) co-hosted a so-called “Academy on European 
Visions” together with the EPLO and the EC REP on the premises of the Europe House� The academy 
consisted of seven independent sessions, each with a separate theme� The baseline of the academy 
was the various challenges facing Europe and the Head of Office of the EPLO or EC Rep introduced each session� 

The vast majority of participants signed up for the whole series of events but it was also 
possible to sign-up for one event or a selected few� The participants were a combination of stakeholders and 
the general public� 

20 February: Circular economy, Tax and Trade - Karin Klitgaard, Lars Koch and Søren Keldorff
1 March: Equality - Britta Thomsen (former Danish MEP, S&D), Ask Krogh and Nazila Kivi
27 March: Climate and Environment - Kathrine Richardson, Anders Eldrup and Steen Gade
5 April: Equality and the Social pillar - Jon Kvist and Britta Thomsen (former Danish MEP, S&D)
24 April: The post factual society, fake news and populism - Niels Jespersen and Mads Vestergaard
10 May: Europe in the global world - Ole Wæver, Tarja Cronberg (former Finnish MEP, Greens) and Søren Riishøj
29 May: Democracy and community - Marlene Wind and Ove Korsgaard 

Outreach - Direct participants Outreach - Media

Total participants 98

Stakeholders 70

Journalists 0

Youth 7

Teachers 0

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 1 8�000

Not relevant for EPLO Facebook

Not relevant for EPLO Twitter

Not relevant for EPLO Instagram

Speakers gender balance 

X 8 X 11
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MEP videos5�

In August 2017 we recorded a series of videos with the MEPs Jeppe Kofod (S&D), Margrete Auken (Greens),
Morten Løkkegaard (ALDE), Rina Ronja Kari (GUE/NGL), Morten Messerschmidt (ECR) and 
Morten Helveg Petersen (ALDE)� The primary target audience was elderly citizens and the idea 
was to engage them in a dialogue about their life and experiences with a focus on the EU and 
democracy in general under the main headline “it is never too late to give your opinion“� We cooperated with the 
Danish cycling NGO “Cycling without age” as they have a large number of e-cycle rickshaws at nursing homes�
The storyboard was based on individual biking discussions with 1 MEP and 1-2 elderly citizens (73-100 years)� 

The final product was one teaser, one 24 minute video for broadcasting and eight social media videos (six 3-4 
minute videos with each MEP and two anecdotal 4 minute videos on the German occupation of DK during WW2
and the 1972 Danish referendum for joining the EEC)� All products were delivered in three versions (DA, 
EN and without subtitles)� They have been made available to colleagues in DG COMM for use�

By the end of January 2018 the long video will have been aired 20 times on the TV station DK4
and final viewer figures are still evolving� The short videos have all been promoted on social media
(figures below) and will  form part of another social media campaign during spring 2018�

Outreach - Direct participants Outreach - Media

Total participants 27

Stakeholders 0

Journalists 0

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Pieces Outreach

TV (not final) 1 50�000

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

MEP Participation 

8 posts     •     1�878 interactions     •     55�986 reach 

Follow-up campaign in 2018

Follow-up campaign in 2018

Speakers gender balance 

X 15 X 12
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6� Online activities



Facebook6�

Facebook has 3�476�000 Danish users and all target groups can therefore 
be reached - from specific stakeholders to the youth� All posts published 
on Facebook have a specific target audience and are created and promoted based on the target audience� 
From 2017 we use Business Manager and have a more strategic approach on how to target different
audiences� As our 16.407 fans (on 31 december 2017) represent a wide variety of age groups and
audiences we always vary the content published on our page with both centrally and locally produced material�

Videos became increasingly important during 2017 and the EPLO has therefore developed several 
video concepts specifically destined for Facebook� Among them a series with Danish rapporteurs 
(including shadow rapporteurs) produced by the EPLO during plenary sessions� The MEPs are happy to 
participate and we have so far produced 7 videos with MEPs Morten Helveg Petersen (ALDE), 
Rina Ronja Kari (GUE/NGL), Jeppe Kofod (S&D), Bendt Bendtsen (EPP), Jørn Dohrmann (ECR), 
Morten Løkkegaard (ALDE) and Anders Vistisen (ECR)� 

During 2017 Facebook Live also became an integrated part of the EPLO events whenever 
relevant (in order to take advantage of the increased focus on videos by Facebook)� 
We produced more than 15 Facebook Live sessions during the year and ensured that the 
moderators included the comments actively during Q&As at our events�

Key results

      New fans                 Posts      Interactions    Engaged users           Reach              Video views   Minutes viewed

         1.222                        460                       21.801                  72.145               2.838.572               525.108               183.168

* The figures only take the EPLO social media activity into account� All individual contributions by staff members, 
MEPs, partners, multipliers and participants are not covered in the figures in this annual report�  
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Twitter6�

Twitter has around 457�000 Danish users but less than 4% of them use Twitter
on a daily basis� Thus, Twitter has not had a public breakthrough in Denmark 
and the users are almost exclusively journalists, politicians and stakeholders, making it an multiplier
network� All communication on Twitter therefore seeks to target journalists, focus on maintaining a 
relationship with the Danish MEPs and national politicians or focus on reaching multipliers interested
in our events or specific themes discussed at the EP at a given time�  The content on Twitter mainly
consists of day to day news, link to EP streaming (the most interesting in a Danish context), live-tweeting 
from relevant events, production and distribution of Storify, engaging with multipliers and retweeting the 
Danish MEPs when they tweet about their work at the EP (possible as we only have 13 not overly
Twitter-active MEPs)�

Despite an acceptable number of 4.372 followers on Twitter (on 31 December 2017) and several measurable 
successes during the past year there is still a lot of room for improvement� We need to strengthen our performance
and target our communication more than has been the case until now� Additionally, we need to 
focus even more on monitoring the platform in order to identify existing dialogues in which we can 
engage, rather than tweeting the traditional push messages which are not ideal on Twitter in a Danish context� 

Created by the EPLO in 2014 #eudk continues to be the hashtag for EU debate in Denmark�

Key results

   New followers         Tweets       Interactions      Profile visits      Impressions        Video views   Minutes viewed 
 

              484                        478                        1.219                   29.595                 702.700  2.598                         467

* The figures only take the EPLO social media activity into account� All individual contributions by staff members, 
MEPs, partners, multipliers and participants are not covered in the figures in this annual report�  
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Instagram6�

Instagram has around 868.000 users in Denmark of which 42% are 
15-24 years old� The vast majority of our Instagram activities therefore
target the youth� During the past years we have gradually developed
our Instagram account and become familiar with the tool� This has resulted in better knowledge of the plat-
form and the valuables hidden within it, and we are currently in the process of identifying a strategy for the 
further development of our activities on Instagram, focusing on the youth in relation to the EP2019 campaign�  

In 2017 we tested various concepts on Instagram, including using the story feature and engaging the 
young users more actively� On the Youth Democracy Festival in September we created a special Instagram
activity encouraging the participants to share the “United in Diversity“ message� We created an Instagram frame and 
encouraged the young people to use various effects in order to create their personal EU statement and share 
the pictures on Instagram using our hashtag #EUiModvind� All pictures uploaded publicly were printed
and used to decorate the tent during the festival� The activity was very popular (despite heavy rain) 
and we estimate that more than 150 young people took part and shared their pictures on Instagram�

Key results

     Followers                 Posts       Interactions    

           833                           100                       2.342

* The figures only take the EPLO social media activity into account� All individual contributions by staff members, 
MEPs, partners, multipliers and participants are not covered in the figures in this annual report�  
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Newsletter 6�

Our weekly newsletter, EP-Info, is published on the EPLO website on Fridays and 
provide the readers with an overview of the various legislative issues debated and 
voted in the European Parliament during the week� The main focus is on legislative topics with a special Danish 
interest and the Danish MEPs are often quoted in the newsletter�  The content also includes news and highlights
from the EPLO activitites as well as a list of upcoming events with an EU angle in Denmark 
and job openings within EU affairs�  

During 2017 a total of 37 issues were published on the website and 36 of these were sent to
our distribution list using comansys�    

2017 newsletter overview

Issues Sent Delivered Opened
37 31�301 29�957 8�789

Website

The EPLO website is updated on a daily basis and includes news articles on the legislative
work of the European Parliament, EPLO events and press seminars as well as general information
on the role of the EP, the Danish MEPs and our offers for visitors, schools and the media�

The majority of website visitors originate from google and our website therefore went through a major overhaul 
during the summer 2017 making it more search engine friendly� Social media channels also play a key role in the 
content deliver strategy as Facebook is the second largest deliver page� 
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7� Gender balance



Gender balance7�

Debates that impact policy-making and the lives of European citizens take place in Brussels and in the EP 
Offices in the Member States every day� More gender diversity is needed in these debates, because good 
policy comes from new perspectives and fresh analyses which are reflective of the societies it impacts on�

In accordance with the policy of the European Parliament, the EPLO in Copenhagen is actively trying to 
improve the gender balance among speakers at public events� As the spokesman of the European Parliament,
Director General for DG COMM Jaume Duch has put it: “Women on panels is about representation, regeneration 
and reputation� Fair representation of 50% of the population, regeneration of the public debate by giving visibility 
and influence to new voices� But it is also about the reputation of our institution as the legitimate representative of 
all EU citizens� These are the reasons we must ensure a better gender balance at our public events in DG COMM (���)”�

With 47,3% women and 52,7% male speakers at the EPLO events in 2017 we consider that we reached a fair
representation on panels in 2017� 

Speakers gender balance 

MEP gender balance 

With only 4 women out of 13 Danish MEPs in 2017, a perfect gender balance was not possible to reach
among the MEP participants� The final  representation reached 51 women (43,6%) and 66 men (56,4%)�   

X 129 X 144
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8� Hours of attention



KPI: Hours of attention8�

“You get what you measure” is a common saying, but it is often contested to what extend it is possible to 
measure the impact when it comes to branding, PR and public diplomacy� Our experience over the last years 
confirms that it is easier to measure online than offline activities as fan increase, engagement, reach, minutes 
viewed etc� can easily be chosen as key performance indicators� Setting up KPIs for real-time activities is more 
challenging� The European Parliament is presently developing a set of key performance indicators also for offline
activities, and “hours of attention” is the first indicator the EPLOs have been encouraged to implement� 

In 2017 the total hours of attention for the 6.752 direct participants in the Copenhagen EPLO activities
summed up to 21.831 hours:

Hours of attention overview

Participants Hours of attention
(total)

Hours of attention
(per participant)

Direct participants 6�752 21�831 3h 14min
Stakeholders 592 1�755 2h 58min
Journalists 462 2�470 5h 20min
Teachers 232 1�054 4h 32min
Students 3�621 14�190 3h 55min
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9� The road to #EP2019



The road to #EP20199�

The attentive reader of this report will have noticed a new abbreviation, the EPLO, or the European Parliament 
Liaison Office� This change of our name from Information to Liaison reflects changes in the media landscape 
and communication methods as well as changes in Europe� The new name reflects that an even more pro-active 
engagement in two-way communication will be key on our road to the European Parliament elections in
2019 and beyond� 

As a Liaison Office, we are responsible for a decentralised implementation of the European Parliament efforts� 
We inform and communicate locally on behalf of the EP in order to ensure that people understand the impact 
of the Parliament on their lives and thus help to bridge the gap between the citizens and the EP� We aim at 
ensuring the best possible connection between democracy at the local, regional and national levels and the
European level� 

A new name also means a more strategic approach with a strong focus on:

- citizen engagement
- media work
- engagement with stakeholders and multipliers

There is still a lot to be done to gain the trust of citizens and ultimately convince them to engage in the European 
democratic process� The European Parliament counts on you to convince your network to vote in May 2019� 
We need you! 

Together with my colleagues, I look forward to meeting you at meetings and events around the country 
and in the Europe House in Gothersgade 115� By the way, before the end of 2018, we aim at transforming
our existing “EU Info-Point” into a modern exhibition space that offers a personal contact as well as an 
interactive and educational experience – a true “Europa Experience” in the heart of Copenhagen� What’s not to like!

As we approach the 2019 elections, I invite you to engage with and dig further into our activities on
our europarl�dk website and social media platforms� Sign up to our newsletter to receive the latest 
updates on how you can join our efforts to get out the Danish vote in May 2019� 

Anne Mette Vestergaard
Head of Office
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